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Compulsory REVISION comments
-

-

Minor REVISION comments

Replace words already in title
There are texts in the introduction that should be referenced.
To separate the Introduction and the method into sections, to define more clearly
the object of the study.
Common plant names should be replaced by their scientific names.
Common animal names should be replaced by their scientific names.
The study is a confusion between induction, methodological cuts and an overly
long review of the literature. These sections should be reviewed and rewritten more
objectively.
The authors should inform the authorization by the Ethics Committee for the study.
Because it involves people, this article may NOT be published for approval by the
Ethics Committee involving Humans.
Public policies, laws, and social organizations are more effective at changing
attitudes than mass media. This should also be considered in the discussion.
Update the references. Most are over five years old
Arrange the references in alphabetical order. To review.
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See comments

Optional/General comments
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highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write
his/her feedback here)
- Replace words already in title
- There are texts in the introduction that should be referenced.
- To separate the Introduction and the method into sections, to define
more clearly the object of the study.
- Common plant names should be replaced by their scientific names.
- Common animal names should be replaced by their scientific names.
- The study is a confusion between induction, methodological cuts and
an overly long review of the literature. These sections should be
reviewed and rewritten more objectively.
- The authors should inform the authorization by the Ethics Committee
for the study. Because it involves people, this article may NOT be
published for approval by the Ethics Committee involving Humans.
- Public policies, laws, and social organizations are more effective at
changing attitudes than mass media. This should also be considered
in the discussion.
- Update the references. Most are over five years old
Arrange the references in alphabetical order. To review.
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